
NinjaMSP Partners with Webroot to Deliver Smarter Endpoint Management to 
Managed Service Providers 

 
Webroot SecureAnywhere® Business Endpoint Protection Integrated with Ninja RMM is 

Purpose-built to Enable MSPs to Easily Deliver Cloud-based Solutions 

San Francisco, CA – May 26 2016 – NinjaMSP, a leading Remote Monitoring and Management (RMM) 
solution targeted at MSPs, announced today a partnership with Webroot, the market leader in next-
generation endpoint security and cloud-based collective threat intelligence. The integration will provide 
a one-stop shop for MSPs looking to offer remote monitoring and management with a proven next-
generation endpoint protection within a profitable and easy to deploy and manage solution. This 
partnership marks the latest in NinjaMSP’s efforts to expand offerings, solutions and integrations to 
MSPs.  
 
The cloud-based Webroot management console requires no dedicated servers, and endpoints can be 
remotely managed and remediated from anywhere. The fast and lightweight Webroot agent can be 
installed remotely on a managed endpoint in under a minute, virtually eliminating impact on end user 
productivity and significantly shortening the time required to roll-out a new security solution. Webroot 
technology also features unique rollback and remote remediation capabilities, greatly reducing the need 
to re-image infected machines. 
 
NinjaMSP’s RMM solution saves the MSP time and money by reducing the need to go onsite.  One of the 
pain points that Ninja wanted to solve was to reduce costs and improve efficiency with less technician 
training time.  Instead of weeks of training, an MSP technician can learn everything they need to start 
using Ninja’s cloud-based, SaaS RMM tool during an hour-long onboarding session.  “We wanted to 
make an RMM that is really easy to use,  everything in the UI is clickable and intuitive,” says John 
Reumann, Vice President at NinjaMSP. “Ninja’s RMM has been on the market since last summer, and 
the NinjaNMS version was released in January.” 
 
"We recognize Webroot as the premier provider of endpoint security solutions, ” added Reumann. “Our 
partnership allows MSPs to leverage a best of breed monitoring platform along with a world class 
endpoint security solution so that they can focus their internal team on the activities necessary to grow 
their business in the most efficient way possible.”  
 
“We partnered with NinjaMSP to offer the MSP community more value from their investment,” said 
Charlie Tomeo, vice president of channel and technical sales at Webroot. “Ninja’s RMM platform has 
fostered a rapidly-growing following. With Webroot’s proven next-generation endpoint protection, 
MSPs can offer better protection and performance, and also increase operating margins by significantly 
reducing the complexities and inefficiencies associated with managing a traditional security solution.” 
 
Availability 
The NinjaMSP and Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection integration is now available 
for the Ninja RMM platform. For more information contact NinjaMSP at sales@ninjamsp.com or 
866.677.3256. 
 
About NinjaMSP 

http://www.webroot.com/
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NinjaMSP is a Silicon Valley based company that has a wealth of experience building products for MSPs. 
Our team has backgrounds at Dell, Quest Software, Sonicwall, PacketTrap, LassoLogic and Anchor. 
Designed for MSPs, the Ninja platform offers an easy and simple to use web interface that includes zero 
training time, one-click drill down with integrated search as well as one-click remediation. With 360 
degree monitoring, Ninja gives MSPs a measurable way to provision, monitor and manage their 
infrastructure. Additional resources can be found at http://www.ninjamsp.com. 
 
About Webroot 
Webroot delivers next-generation endpoint security and threat intelligence services to protect 
businesses and individuals around the globe. Our smarter approach harnesses the power of cloud-based 
collective threat intelligence derived from millions of operational devices to stop threats in real time and 
help secure the connected world. Our award-winning SecureAnywhere® endpoint solutions and 
BrightCloud® Threat Intelligence Services protect tens of millions of devices across businesses, home 
users, and the Internet of Things. Trusted and integrated by market-leading companies, including Cisco, 
F5 Networks, Aruba, Palo Alto Networks, A10 Networks, and more, Webroot is headquartered in 
Colorado and operates globally across North America, Europe, and Asia. Discover Smarter 
Cybersecurity™ solutions at www.webroot.com. 
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